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Enhance your sauna experience 
with the pleasurable, therapeutic 
benefits of infrared

Indulgence 
and more

Discover more about our versatile lines of premium saunas and accessory pro   

Start with the pleasures and benefits of sauna—and add the deep-penetrating relaxation only infrared technology 

can provide. In the Eco Infra sauna from Baltic Leisure, you’ll enjoy a new dimension in the sauna experience. 

Infrared actually reaches far beneath the surface of the skin—and studies have shown that its therapeutic use can 

produce real improvements in skin tone and quality, reducing wrinkles and helping bring about a new suppleness. It all

happens in the context of profound cleansing that’s celebrated by sauna users around the world.

Along with a safe, proven heating unit that provides fully controllable access to 

infrared technology, each Eco Infra sauna features these superb advantages 

designed to tailor your unit to your home and lifestyle:

Sturdy, easy-to-assemble modular panels with complete trim package

Pre-assembled benching

Convenient roll-up duckboards

Frameless all-glass door with brushed stainless steel hinges

Appealing, modern Scandinavian design

Pre-installed conduit for easy electrical installation

Light fixture/switch, thermometer and headrest

A sauna experience with deep penetrating infrared heat for maximum 
relaxation and health benefits



The heat is on. Use the traditional side to provide higher temperatures with moisture 

throughout the room. Or select the softer side with infrared, utilizing lower temperatures by 

delivering heat to the body, not the air. Either way, the choice is yours—you’ll receive a 

multitude of vitality benefits.

           oducts at balticleisure.com.

The choice is yours…
custom traditional/infrared combination



Sauna your way

For more on our superb saunas, steam rooms, 
wine storage and planters, visit balticleisure.com. 

Please visit our office and showroom:

601 Lincoln Street      Oxford, PA 19363      610.932.5700 balticleisure.com

Every Baltic Leisure sauna represents a luxurious lifestyle choice, the 

ultimate in relaxation and healing comfort. Our Eco Infra delivers an appealing

deep-heating variation that, for many users, is the ideal way to enjoy sauna’s

pleasures and benefits.

Baltic Leisure accessories

are designed, developed

and manufactured with 

the same craftsmanship

and quality—as well as the

same impeccable visual

flair—that characterize 

our beautiful saunas 

themselves. Visit us online

to see our vast selection of

sauna accessories.


